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COLOR CODED PRODUCT CATEGORIES
Magid’s packaging offers superb category 
management. Our tags clearly guide  
consumers from all-purpose gloves to 
heavy duty and premium styles.

ABOUT MAGID GLOVE & SAFETY MFG. CO. LLC
Headquartered in Chicago, IL, Magid Glove & Safety is America’s 
leading manufacturer, importer, distributor and direct supplier of 
work gloves, personal protective equipment (PPE), first aid products 
and protective and disposable clothing. A valued partner in safety 
to thousands of companies since 1946, Magid also offers the 
same quality products and outstanding customer service to the 
consumer market under the HandMaster® and RoadMaster® 

brand names.

DETAILS MATTER
As a family owned business, we’ve never lost sight of the fact that 
personal attention to every detail is the key to reaching our most 
important goal: your total satisfaction. Our glove collections are 
research-based and focus on fashion, market and industry trends. 
We work directly with our vendors and offer outstanding value 
in all of our products. No matter which gloves you choose, you 
can be sure that they will provide ultimate protection and comfort.  
Our dedication to this and our strong work ethic are reasons why 
customers choose Magid as their work glove partner.

OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE
Sourcing constraints shouldn’t affect bottom line results.  Utilizing 
a state-of-the-art warehouse management system, Magid works 
continuously to streamline the purchasing process and simplify 
supply chain management.  We ship 95% of our orders within 24 
hours of receipt and have over half a million square foot distribution 
and fulfillment center with more than 40,000 in-stock items. And, 
with world-wide sourcing capabilities, we are sure to help you 
find exactly what you need.
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FRAminG
With a durable synthetic 
leather and foam padded palm, 
this glove is designed for tough 
performance. Its stylish design 
and comfortable fit make 
it easy to wear. Half-finger 
construction on thumb, index 
and middle fingers provides 
increased dexterity for more 
precise work. With a four-way 
stretch spandex back for 
added comfort and reinforced 
fingertips for longer wear, this 
glove offers the perfect blend 
of protection and function. 
Hook and loop wrist closure 
for secure fit. Machine  
washable. Sizes M-XL.

PGP35T

DeLUxe GRAin GoATskin
Premium grain goatskin glove with four-way 
stretch spandex back affords the ultimate 
lightweight comfort and protection. Reinforced 
palm and fingertips provide long lasting wear. 
Glove features a terrycloth thumb brow wipe 
and slip-on style neoprene cuff with a shirred 
elastic wrist. Sizes M-XL.

PGP70T 

PRemiUm sUeDe CowHiDe
This premium glove has a reinforced suede 
leather padded palm and fingertips for a high 
level of protection and durability. The four-way 
stretch spandex back provides a snug fit, and 
the foam padded knuckle adds extra comfort. 
With PVC reinforcement on the thumb and 
forefinger for grip and a neoprene cuff with 
hook and loop wrist closure for secure fit, this 
glove provides tough protection for all day 
wear. Sizes M-XL.

PGP65T

FinGeRLess
With a four-way stretch spandex back for a 
snug fit, this fingerless glove is perfect for jobs 
that require full finger dexterity. Synthetic 
leather palm with reinforced foam padding in 
critical wear areas provides durable comfort. 
The embossed neoprene knuckle protects 
against abrasion, while its concealed interior 
seam stitching prevents snagging. Hook and 
loop wrist closure for secure fit. Machine 
washable. Sizes M-XL.
PGP37T

DeLUxe GRAin LeATHeR
This all-purpose glove is designed with a 
seamless grain leather palm and reinforced 
fingertips for longer wear. With supple grain 
leather and a four-way stretch spandex back, 
this glove is the ultimate in comfortable 
protection. The neoprene knuckle protects 
against abrasion and the hook and loop wrist 
closure ensures a secure fit. Sizes M-XL.

PGP75T

HIGH PERFORMANCE WORK GLOVES
Advanced materials and tailored 
features target specific applications. 
Design and color integrate for a high 
style look.

exTRA GRiP PALm
With a silicone patterned palm 
 for a firm, non-slip grip, and a 
four-way stretch spandex back, 
 this glove perfectly blends function 
and comfort.  The durable 
synthetic leather palm provides 
long lasting protection and 
the neoprene knuckle guards 
against abrasion.  The gloves are 
reinforced between the thumb 
and forefinger to increase wear 
and gripping power.  Terrycloth 
thumb brow wipe; hook and 
loop wrist closure for secure fit. 
Machine washable. Sizes M-XL.

PGP25T

HiGH VisibiLiTy
This glove has been specially designed for 
road crew workers, tow truck drivers or any 
construction worker needing higher visibility. 
The hi-vis lime yellow, four-way stretch 
spandex back provides a snug fit, and the 
reflective fingers and trim help to ensure user 
safety. The synthetic leather palm has abrasion 
resistant PVC pads for a durable grip, even in 
wet conditions. Abrasion resistant neoprene 
knuckle; slip-on style extended cuff with shirred 
elastic wrist. Machine washable. Sizes M-XL.

PGP90T

T-Rex® imPACT
Providing fierce impact protection, the T-REX® 
gloves feature rubberized TPR pads and gel-padded 
palms to shield hands and fingers from crushing  
impacts. 100% polyester seamless machine knit 
shell conforms to hands, providing unmatched 
comfort and dexterity. An exclusive NitriX® Grip 
Technology sandy nitrile coating delivers rock-solid 
grip in wet, dry and oily conditions. Rated ANSI 
Cut Level 1, ANSI Abrasion Level 3 and ANSI 
Puncture Level 4, T-REX® gloves are well suited for 
most environments with impact hazards. Hi-vis lime 
and orange colors for maximum visibility;  hook 
and loop wrist closure ensures a snug fit

TRx500T Sizes M-XXL.

TRx550T T-REX® IMPACT PLUS, Sizes M-XXL,   
                ANSI cut level 5 (not shown)

Specialty Leather
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GeneRAL Use
Durable brushed goatskin leather palm and reinforced fingertips 
for longer wear;  snug grey spandex back for added comfort 
and flexibility. Hook and loop closure for secure fit. Sizes M-XL.

PGP05T

GeneRAL Use
Durable synthetic leather palm, padded palm patches and 
 reinforced fingertips for longer wear. Snug taupe color 
 spandex back for added comfort and flexibility.  Wing thumb 
and terrycloth thumb brow wipe. Hook and loop closure for 
secure fit. Sizes M-XL.

PGP10T

General Utility

GeneRAL UTiLiTy
This all-purpose glove is designed with a durable synthetic 
leather palm and specially positioned palm pads for extended 
wear. Four-way stretch spandex back provides superior fit, 
and the foam padded knuckle offers increased protection. 
Slip-on style cuff with shirred elastic wrist. Machine washable. 
 Sizes M-XL.

PGP15T

GeneRAL Use
Durable grain pigskin leather palm and reinforced fingertips for 
longer wear. Snug black spandex back provides added comfort 
and flexibility. Hook and loop closure for secure fit. Sizes M-XL.

PGP07T

HeAVy DUTy
Durable synthetic leather palm, rugged palm patches, joint 
 protectors and reinforced fingertips for longer wear. Snug 
spandex back for added comfort and flexibility; neoprene knuckle 
guard provides extra protection. PVC sure-grip palm patch, wing 
thumb and terrycloth thumb brow wipe. Hook and loop closure 
for secure fit. Sizes M-XL.

PGP40T

HeAVy DUTy
This glove offers heavy-duty comfort, protection and style. The 
rugged synthetic leather palm has specially positioned gel pads to 
stand up to the toughest tasks. With a four-way stretch spandex 
back for extra flexibility and reinforced fingertips for longer wear, 
this glove really performs. Embossed neoprene knuckle protects 
against abrasion; hook and loop wrist closure with side vent 
lycra panel keeps debris out and provides a secure fit. Terrycloth 
thumb brow wipe. Machine washable. Sizes M-XL.

PGP45T

Heavy Duty
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Winter Women

GeneRAL UTiLiTy
With a supple suede goatskin leather palm and 
a four-way stretch spandex back, this glove is 
comfortable and durable. Its form-fitting design 
improves dexterity and the padded palm helps 
to reduce hand fatigue. With an extended palm, 
shirred elastic wrist and slip-on cuff, it’s perfect 
for DIY jobs or in the garden. Reinforced 
fingertips for longer wear; terrycloth thumb 
 brow wipe. Sizes S-L. 

PGP50T

DeLUxe GRAin GoATskin
Soft, flexible premium quality goatskin leather 
palm with four-way stretch spandex back 
makes this glove irresistibly comfortable and 
hard working. With an extended palm and 
comfortable foam padded knuckle, it’s sized for 
a woman’s hand to provide improved dexterity.  
Hook and loop wrist closure with side vent 
lycra panel keeps debris out and glove secure. 
Terrycloth thumb brow wipe. Sizes S-L

PGP55T

DeLUxe GARDeneR
This extremely versatile glove has a lightweight, 
four-way stretch spandex back, synthetic leather 
palm and reinforced fingertips for maximum 
comfort, fit and performance. With an extended 
palm, shirred elastic wrist and slip-on cuff, 
the Deluxe Gardener is perfectly sized for a 
woman’s hand for improved dexterity. Its stylish 
design, rubberized grip and terrycloth brow 
wipe make it the ultimate gardening and work 
glove. Machine washable.  Assorted 12 – 6 pair 
each blue and burgundy. Sizes S-L. 

PGP60T

T E N D I N G  T H E  G A R D E N
a n d  o t h e r  re l a t e d  t a s k s

Designed for the modern gardener, Magid’s 

high performance garden gloves offer the 

perfect combination of function and style. 

The gloves showcase form-fitting materials 

for increased dexterity, extended palms 

and wrists for extra comfort and protection  

and colorful patterns to suit all tastes.  

HandMaster® garden gloves. . . Quality that 

works. . . and style that’s simply irresistible.

For more information about available styles, 

please reference Magid’s garden glove catalog.

Styled and sized to meet women’s needs

Women want gloves that offer fit, protection 

and comfort. . . but look great, too. At Magid, we  

believe details make the difference. We offer 

women’s work gloves with the best materials, 

construction and design. . .so women get exactly 

what they want.

CoLD weATHeR UTiLiTy
Keep hands warm and protected with these 
cold weather utility gloves. These gloves 
feature 3M ThinsulateTM insulation (60-gram) 
for the perfect balance of warmth and 
dexterity and a four-way stretch spandex back 
for ultra comfort. The reinforced double palm 
extends wear and the textured pads offer 
durable grip. Hook and loop closure with vent 
lycra panel keeps debris and cold out and 
provides a secure fit. Terrycloth thumb brow 
wipe. Machine washable. Sizes M-XL. 

PGP84T

THinsULATeTm-LineD GRAin
These ThinsulateTM-lined grain gloves provide 
 tough protection for outdoor winter work. 
 The 3M ThinsulateTM (100-gram) lining is 
combined with micro fleece for extra warmth, 
and the grain leather palm offers supple 
comfort. With a leather knuckle strap and a 
four-way stretch spandex back, these gloves 
provide a seemingly customized fit. Slip-on 
style cuff with shirred elastic wrist. Sizes M-XL.

PGP88T

winTeR FLeeCe
This cold weather glove is constructed from 
micro fleece for warm protection. The PVC 
grip double palm offers increased durability 
and extra control in wet or dry conditions. 
 Slip-on style cuff with shirred elastic wrist. 
 Machine washable. Sizes M-XL.

PGP82T

THinsULATeTm-LineD sUeDe
These winter high performance gloves 
provide the ultimate protection and 
warmth. The 3M ThinsulateTM (100-gram) 
lining is combined with micro fleece for 
extra warmth, and the cowhide suede 
leather palm is reinforced for increased 
durability. The four-way stretch spandex 
back provides a comfortable fit. Hook and 
loop closure with vent lycra panel keeps 
debris and cold out. Knuckle strap and 
reinforced fingers protect against abrasion. 
Sizes M-XL.

PGP86T 

winTeR Hi-Vis
Using a combination of hi-vis yellow and 
orange four-way stretch spandex, these gloves 
have been specially designed for road crew 
workers, tow truck drivers or any construction 
 worker needing higher visibility in cold weather 
conditions. The 3M ThinsulateTM (100-gram) 
lining is combined with micro fleece for extra 
warmth, and the synthetic leather palm has 
abrasion resistant PVC pads for a durable 
grip, even in wet conditions. The foam padded 
knuckle adds extra protection, and the hook 
and loop closure provides a secure fit. 

Machine washable. Sizes M-XL.

PGP89T 

CoLD weATHeR
This cold weather glove features a water-
proof, windproof, breathable membrane, an 
insulating 3M ThinsulateTM liner (40-gram) and 
a comfortable four-way stretch spandex outer 
shell. The synthetic leather palm has abrasion 
resistant PVC pads for a durable grip, even in 
wet conditions. With a neoprene knuckle and 
an extended fleece wrist to keep the cold 
and debris out, this glove provides superior 
warmth, dry comfort and protection.  
Sizes M-XL. 

PGP80T

C O L D  W E AT H E R  P R OT E C T I O N.
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     GRADE

Lined Leather

PRO
GRADE
Unlined Leather

PRemiUm THinsULATeTm-LineD 
GRAin DeeRskin
Premium quality, grain deerskin leather driver 
with keystone thumb for extra comfort. 
ThinsulateTM lining protects against the coldest 
weather. Super soft and pliable leather make 
this glove deluxe plus! Sizes S-XL. 

Tb1642eT 

THeRmA-TUF®-LineD sUeDe 
DeeRskin
Rich suede deerskin leather glove with 
comfortable keystone thumb and shirred 
elastic back. Therma-Tuf® lining for extra 
warmth. Sizes M-XL.

Tb1742eT 

FoAm-LineD sUeDe
Russet suede split cowhide driver with 
keystone thumb and shirred elastic back. 
Comfortable foam lining for warmth.  
Sizes M-XXL.

Tb440eT 

FLeeCe-LineD sUeDe
Rich suede split cowhide driver with 
keystone thumb. Pile lining for extra warmth 
and shirred elastic wrist. Sizes M-XL.

Tb441eT 

THinsULATeTm-LineD GRAin
Premium quality, grain cowhide leather driver 
with keystone thumb for extra comfort 
and shirred elastic back. ThinsulateTM lining 
for extra warmth and oversized pattern for 
full-size fit. Sizes M-XXL. 

Tb582eT 

THinsULATeTm-LineD sUeDe
Rich suede split cowhide leather driver 
with comfortable keystone thumb and 
shirred elastic back. ThinsulateTM lining for 
extra warmth and oversized pattern for 
full-size fit. Sizes M-XXL. 

Tb482eT 

ReD-LineD GRAin
Top quality, grain cowhide leather driver with 
red flannel lining, keystone thumb, and shirred 
elastic back. Sizes M-XL. 

Tb562eT

PRemiUm ReD-LineD GRAin 
PiGskin
Top quality, grain pigskin leather driver with 
keystone thumb for extra comfort. Red 
flannel lining provides a layer of warmth 
for transitional weather. Extra dress glove 
detailing includes self-hemmed edge, shirred 
elastic wrist, and handsome stitching on back.

b743eT Sizes S-XL

b743eLT Women’s size

PRemiUm GRAin
Premium grain cowhide leather driver 
in rich gold color. Palm patches for 
longer wear. Keystone thumb for  
extra comfort, shirred elastic back  
and double-rolled hem. 

Tb551eT Sizes S-XL

Tb551VT Velcro closure, Sizes S-XL   
                (not shown)

GRAin keysTone THUmb
Premium grain cowhide leather driver with 
keystone thumb for extra comfort and 
shirred elastic back. Sizes M-XL.

Tb550eT

 DeLUxe GoATskin
Premium quality goatskin leather driver  
with keystone thumb and elastic closure. 
Sizes S-XL.

6037T

GRAin keysTone THUmb
Premium quality, grain cowhide 
leather driver with keystone  
thumb and shirred elastic back.  
Palm patches for longer  
wear. Sizes M-XL.

600CT

GRAin VeLCRo CLosURe
Premium quality, grain cowhide leather 
driver with Velcro closure and keystone 
thumb. Palm patches for longer wear. 
Sizes M-XL

6027T

Our ProGrade line features 
rich leathers that mold to the 
hand for ultimate comfort, 
providing stylish and durable 
protection.

E X T R A  WA R M T H

GRAin keysTone THUmb
Quality grain cowhide leather driver 
with keystone thumb.

b540eT Elastic closure, Sizes M-XXL

b540T Pull strap closure, Sizes S-XL

b6540eT  Promotional, elastic 
               closure, Sizes S-XL  
               (not shown)

B540ET B540T

   PRemiUm eLkskin
Premium quality elkskin leather. Reinforced 
palm for extra wear, keystone thumb.  
Men’s sizes S-XL.

Tb1540eT

   PRemiUm DeeRskin
Premium quality grain deerskin with 
comfortable keystone thumb and shirred 
elastic back. Extra soft and pliable leather 
for comfort.

Tb1640eT Men’s sizes S-XL

Tb1640eLT Women’s sizes S, M

Tb1650eT Men’s economy grain deerskin,    
                 Sizes S-XL (not shown)
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      PRO
     GRADE

Unlined Leather

eConomy sUeDe
Handsome brown suede split cowhide 
leather with straight thumb. Sizes M-XL. 

T345T

sUeDe keysTone THUmb
Rich russet suede split cowhide leather 
driver with keystone thumb. 

T340T Elastic closure, Sizes S-XL

T341T Ball and tape closure, Sizes S-XXL

sUeDe keysTone THUmb
Soft suede split cowhide leather driver 
with flexible keystone thumb and shirred 
elastic back. Palm patches for longer wear. 
Sizes M-XL.

Tb450eT

WORK
GRADE
Lined Leather 
Palm

THeRmATUFTm-LineD GRAin 
Durable grain pigskin leather with multiple 
layer construction for extra warmth. Dense-
fibre lining provides superior insulation. 
Extra flexible for added comfort. Men’s size. 

b580eT

THeRmATUFTm-LineD sUeDe 
Tough suede cowhide leather with mult iple 
layer construction for extra warmth. Dense-
fibre lining provides superior insulation. 
Extra flexible for added comfort. Men’s size.

b590eT

FLAnneL-LineD
Suede cowhide leather palm 
glove with comfortable flannel 
lining for warmth. Men’s size.

Tb665eT

THinsULATeTm-LineD 
sUeDe
Suede leather palm with 
ThinsulateTM lining, reinforced tips 
and knuckle strap. Wing thumb 
and safety cuff.  Men’s size.

Tb685eT

RoPeR GLoVe
Rugged and supple, goat grain leather driver 
with keystone thumb for greater range of 
motion. Reinforced palm and shirred elastic 
back for snug fit. Sizes S-XL. 

Tb559eT

CUTTeR GLoVe
Rugged and supple, goat grain leather driver 
with straight thumb. Welted thumb crotch seam 
for extra strength and longer wear. Shirred 
elastic back for snug fit.  

Tb558eT Sizes S-XL

Tb558eLT Women’s sizes S, M        

Cold Weather

Q U A L I T Y  T H AT  W O R K S  F O R  E V E R Y O N E
Our ProGrade® line features rich leathers that mold to the hand 
for ultimate comfort. The WorkGradeTM gloves are durable 
favorites with reinforced leather palms that come in a variety of 
colors and styles. And our UtilityGradeTM gloves offer something 
for every chore from the ergonomic, flexible fit of our coated 
knits, to dotted jerseys and everyday canvas. 
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T340T

T341T

GRAin PiGskin
Tough pigskin grain leather driver 
with keystone thumb and shirred 
elastic back. Sizes S-XL.

b741eT

PRemiUm mesH bACk
Premium grain cowhide leather driver with 
keystone thumb and mesh back for extra 
comfort. Palm patches for longer wear. 
Sizes S-XL.

Tb557eT



GUnn PATTeRn
Pearl grey shoulder leather with full 
leather index finger and thumb.  
Gunn cut, wing thumb. 

Tb625eT 2-1/2" safety cuff,  Sizes M-XL

TG625eT 4-1/2" gauntlet cuff,  Men’s size  
               (not shown)

The leather palm glove has long been the 
workhorse of the glove industry. And, after over 
65 years in business, Magid knows that well.  
No matter which one you select, you can be 
confident that our gloves offer tough durability 
and protection. We use genuine leather, have 
double-stitched seams and focus on quality 
and craftsmanship in all of our products. After 
all, when your goal is “Quality that Works,” it’s 
the details that make all the difference.

D U R A B I L I T Y.          R E I N F O R C E D.  

      WORK
     GRADE
Leather Palm

GeneRAL UTiLiTy PLUs
Synthetic leather palm for durability with 
form-fitting stretch back. Contoured design 
provides maximum dexterity while protecting 
hands from cuts and abrasions. Adjustable 
hook and loop closure for comfortable fit. 
Sizes S-XL.

T250VT

soLiD bACk
Top quality, select side split leather palm and 
thumb. Full leather index finger, gunn cut, 
wing thumb. 2-1/2" safety cuff.  Assorted 
dozen— 6 pair each taupe and black. 

Men’s sizes M-XL.

Tb285eT

HeAVy weiGHT GUnn PATTeRn
Top quality, select side split leather palm and 
thumb. Full leather index finger, gunn cut, wing 
thumb. 2-1/2" safety cuff.  Men’s sizes S-XL.

Tb25eT 

PRomoTionAL GUnn PATTeRn
Pearl gray shoulder leather with full leather 
index finger and thumb. Gunn cut, wing 
thumb. Striped back, 2-1/2" cuff. Men’s size. 

Tb635eT

wHiTe bACk GUnn PATTeRn
Shoulder split leather with full leather 
index finger and thumb. White canvas 
back is ideal for placing your logo.  
2-1/2" safety cuff. Men’s size. 

Tb725eT 

GUnn PATTeRn
Pearl grey shoulder leather with 
full leather index finger and thumb. 
Gunn cut, wing thumb. 2-1/2" 
safety cuff, solid color back and cuff. 
Assorted dozen, 6 pair blue fabric 
with grey leather, 6 pair green fabric 
with grey leather. Men’s size. 

Tb630eT 

kniT wRisT CLUTe PATTeRn
Long-wearing, pearl grey side split leather 
palm and thumb with 100% cotton back. 
Snug knit wrist, clute cut.

Tk8T Men’s, blue knit wrist

Tk4T Men’s economy, blue knit wrist  
         (not shown)

DoUbLeTUFFs® 

Suede leather palm with full leather index 
finger and thumb; liquid resistant vinyl/nitrile 
blend coated palm and fingers. Gunn cut, 
wing thumb, inside elastic. Men’s size.

Tb230eT

GRAin PiGskin LeATHeR
Tough, supple grain pigskin leather 
palm and thumb. Gunn cut, wing 
thumb. 2-1/2" safety cuff. Men’s size. 

Tb524eT

bRUsHeD PiGskin LeATHeR
Tough, supple split pigskin leather palm 
and thumb. Gunn cut, wing thumb. 
2-1/2" safety cuff. Men’s size. 

Tb45eT
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ReinFoRCeD GUnn PATTeRn
Durable split leather with double-layer palm, 
index finger and thumb. Gunn cut, wing 
thumb. Men’s size.  

Tb255DPT 2-1/2" safety cuff

TG255DPT 4-1/2" gauntlet cuff (not shown)

     WORK
GRADE

Leather Palm



ToUCHsCReen RoC®

Regular work gloves won’t work on touchscreens. 
The T-ROCTM will. With an electro-conductive 
copper and nylon blended liner, the T-ROCTM allows 
the transfer of an electric current— which makes 
the touchscreen work. Compatible with all 
touchscreen devices, the T-ROCTM is form fitted 
for dexterity and accuracy and has a polyurethane 
dipped palm for extra grip. This is the perfect glove 
for dry work environments— working with hand 
tools, construction or material handling.  

RoC5000T Men’s sizes S-XL

AL5000T Women’s version,  Sizes S/M and M/L  
               (not shown) 

Works With 
Touchscreens 
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ULTRA GRiP
With a black polyurethane 
coated palm and a 100% 
black polyester seamless 
machine knit shell, these 
gloves provide outstanding 
grip and superior abrasion 
resistance. Flexible and 
form fitting, they adapt to 
the contours of the hand 
for a completely custom 
and comfortable fit.  
Sizes M-XL.

T315T

niTRiLe CoATeD PALm
Durable nitrile palm coating provides great 
oil grip and increased abrasion and puncture 
resistance. Seamless nylon shell for extra 
comfort and extended wear; knit wrist 
keeps dirt out. Men’s sizes M-XL.

RoC10T

CUTmAsTeR®

Featuring a polyurethane coated palm on  
a seamless, cut resistant high performance 
polyethylene (HPPE) fiber blended knit shell, 
these gloves offer ANSI Cut Level 4 protection, 
excellent grip and a comfortable and flexible 
feel. Men’s sizes M-XL 

RoC35T

PoLyUReTHAne CoATeD PALm
Durable polyurethane palm coating provides 
unmatched grip. Ideal for jobs requiring 
maximum dexterity without the fatigue 
associated with heavier, bulkier gloves. 
Seamless polyester shell for extra comfort 
and extended wear; knit wrist keeps dirt out. 
Men’s sizes M-XL.

RoC20T

Hi-Vis
The Hi-Vis ROC® delivers hand protection that 
won’t go unnoticed. The gloves feature a hi-vis 
orange polyurethane palm coating on a hi-vis 
yellow seamless nylon shell.  This combination of  
high visibility colored materials produces a glove 
that can be easily seen from a distance, providing 
an added degree of protection in high traffic 
environments. The polyurethane coating provides 
good grip and abrasion resistance, while the nylon 
shell stretches to offer superior dexterity and 
fit. Knit wrist keeps dirt out. Men’s sizes M-XL.

RoC25HVT

FULL niTRiLe CoATinG
Fully coated nitrile palm ensures a tight grip 
and resists cuts and abrasions. Seamless nylon 
and spandex blended shell for extra comfort, 
flexibility and extended wear; knit wrist keeps 
dirt out. Men’s sizes M-XL.

RoC15T

CUT ResisTAnT
Kevlar® fiber is five times stronger than steel  
and offers exceptional cut resistance. 
Comfortable Kevlar®/Lycra® shell and durable 
nitrile palm coating provide a unique combination 
of cut, abrasion and puncture resistance without 
sacrificing dexterity and grip. Seamless comfort 
for extended wear; knit wrist keeps dirt out.  
ANSI Cut Level 2 protection. Men’s sizes M-XL.

RoC30T

niTRiLe CoATeD PALm
Nitrile coated palm delivers 
excellent grip, dexterity, and 
abrasion resistance while hiding 
dirt and grime.  

RoC40T Men’s sizes M-XL

RoC50T Women’s sizes S-L

LATex CoATeD PALm
Black latex coated palm delivers 
excellent grip, dexterity, and 
abrasion resistance while hiding 
dirt and grime.  

RoC45T Men’s sizes M-XL

RoC55T Women’s sizes XS-L

PoLyUReTHAne  
CoATeD PALm
Durable polyurethane coated palm 
delivers excellent grip, dexterity, and 
abrasion resistance while hiding  
dirt and grime. Sizes XS-XL.

RoC60T

CUT ResisTAnT, CHRomATekTm RoC® 
Manufactured from a super high-density, 15-gauge 
high performance polyethylene blend, the 
ChromaTekTM ROC® features a seamless 
machine knit shell with more yarn filaments to 
deliver form-fitting, breathable comfort all day 
long, as well as ANSI Cut Level 2 and ultra-high 
ANSI Abrasion Level 8 protection.  The black 
polyurethane palm coating channels away liquids 
and oils, ensuring added flexibility, dexterity and 
grip. These gloves offer the perfect combination of 
comfort, flexibility and protection. Men’s sizes S-XL.

RoC31T

HiGH TACTiLe GRiP
Comfortable, breathable, 
100% stretch polyester 
shell, feels like working 
with your bare hands. 
Black nitrile coated palm 
for abrasion, cut and 
liquid resistance.  
Men’s sizes M-XL. 

T319T

Bamboo Collection FOR MEN AND WOMEN

Naturally Comfortable. Remarkably Sustainable.
With a rayon made from bamboo shell, these gloves are lighter, cooler and more absorbent 
than other cotton gloves. The fabric is moisture wicking and breathable, and its natural UV 
protection makes working outdoors worry free. The collection includes gloves with nitrile, 
latex or polyurethane coated palms for superior gripping power and tough protection.

Bamboo is one of nature’s most sustainable resources. Grown without pesticides or  
chemicals, bamboo is 100% biodegradable and naturally regenerative.

THE ROC® COATED WORK GLOVES

Grips like iron. Feels like bare hands. Our ROC® collection has a glove 
for every task. Special coatings provide tough abrasion resistance and  
durability while delivering exceptional grip in wet, oily or dry conditions. 
From touchscreen compatible, cut resistant and hi-vis options to  
moisture wicking bamboo, the comfortable form-fitting shells allow  
extra dexterity for working with small parts. No matter the style, the  
ROC® delivers hands-on gripping power.

ComFoRTFLex®

With a supremely  
comfortable, form-fitting 
and breathable nylon and 
spandex blended back, this 
glove is perfect for general 
maintenance tasks. Utilizing  
a new combination of 
polyurethane and nitrile, 
the coated palm provides 
textured grip in wet or dry 
conditions. .

T1000T Red and black,  
             Men’s sizes M/L  
             and L/XL

T337T  Taupe and black,   
             Men’s sizes M/L and  
             L/XL

scan to see the 
T-RoC in action.

        
UTILITY

     GRADE
  PLUS 

ROC®

Cut Resistant

ROC40T

ROC45T

ROC50T

ROC55T

T337T

T1000T

T-RoCTm glove is not flame resistant or heat 
proof.  Photo is for illustration purposes only.

    UTILITY
  GRADE
PLUS

                 ROC ®
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GRADE
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      UTILITY
     GRADE

JeRsey kniT wRisT,
Full-size brown jersey glove with knit 
wrist cuff, clute cut.  

T90T Men’s size

T905T Economy style, Men’s size

T905CT Economy style, Small hands

JeRsey kniT wRisT, 
PRemiUm
Full-size brown jersey glove with knit 
wrist cuff, clute cut.  

T92T Premium quality, Men’s size

T92CT Premium quality, Small hands

T91T Men’s size

T91CT Men’s size, Small hands

PVC DoT JeRsey
Full-size 9 oz. brown jersey glove with 
knit wrist cuff. PVC mini-dots on palm, 
back of thumb and index finger provide 
extra wear and firm grip. Clute cut. 

T92PT Men’s size

T92CPT Small hands

HeAVy weiGHT JeRsey
Heavy weight, 10-1/2 ounce brown 
jersey glove with knit wrist cuff, clute cut.  

T1052T DoTTeD kniT
Seamless, knit cotton blend utility glove in olive 
color. PVC dotted palm for sure grip. Stretch 
fit for  comfort. Men’s size. 

T934PT 

PVC DoT CAnVAs
Canvas glove with black PVC 
dots covering palm, back of 
thumb and index finger for 
added wear and firm grip.  
Clute cut, knit wrist.

T30PT Men’s size

T30PT-s Small hands  

CAnVAs kniT wRisT
Long wearing clute cut canvas 
glove with blue knit wrist cuff. 

CH84T Men’s size

CH84CT Small hands

T88T  Promotional style,  
          Men’s size (not shown)

CoLD weATHeR  
FLexibLe FiT, sURe GRiP 
Ergonomic design for flexible fit, 
maximum dexterity, and reduced 
hand fatigue. Latex palm provides 
excellent wet grip as well as abrasion 
and puncture resistance. Extra heavy 
weight liner is napped for extra 
warmth. 100% acrylic. Sizes M-XL.

508wT

CoLD weATHeR  
FLexibLe FiT, sURe GRiP 
Ergonomic design for flexible fit, 
maximum dexterity, and reduced 
hand fatigue. Latex palm provides 
excellent wet grip as well as 
abrasion and puncture resistance. 
Napped for extra warmth.  
100% acrylic. Sizes M-XL.

408wT

ReD-LineD JeRsey
Brown jersey glove with red 
fleece lining for extra warmth. 
Slip-on style, men’s size. 

CH214T Premium,  
              form-fitted style

CH114T Standard

CH113T Economy

CAnVAs kniT wRisT
Long wearing clute cut canvas 
glove with white knit wrist cuff. 
Men’s size.

CH83T

GRey DoTTeD kniT
Seamless, knit cotton blend utility glove in grey 
color that won’t show dirt! Dotted palm and 
back for reversible wear and sure grip. Stretch 
fit for comfort. Men’s size. 

G823PRT 

CUTmAsTeR® xks®

Made from a blend of Kevlar®, stainless steel, 
and high-performance fibers, this glove delivers 
exceptional cut resistance (ANSI Cut Level 4). 
The gloves’ superb durability extends wear up 
to two to three times longer than gloves made 
from other cut resistant materials. The double-
sided PVC dotted palm provides enhanced grip 
and extended wear. Seamless form-fitting design 
for extra comfort and performance; knit wrist 
cuff keeps dirt and debris out. Men’s size large.

xks200PRT

FLexibLe FiT, sURe GRiP
Ergonomic design for flexible fit, 
maximum dexterity, and reduced 
hand fatigue. Latex palm provides 
excellent wet grip as well as 
abrasion and puncture resistance. 
Cool knit back for extra comfort. 

306T Sizes S-XL

336T  Promotional version  
          Sizes M-XL (not shown)

308T  Taupe and grey sizes M-XL

ALL-PURPOSE, ECONOMICAL AND LIGHT WEIGHT HAND PROTECTION

At  Magid, we strive to deliver outstanding value in all of our products. We offer 
a range of prices — for a range of customers — but focus on quality first. For us,  
delivering “Quality that works” helps to build upon our brand value. . .and  extend
the life of our gloves. Which, ultimately, is what makes the difference. From 
basic jersey to cut resistant HPPE options, we’ve got hand protection covered.

DoTTeD sTReTCH kniTs
Seamless knit cotton blend utility gloves with 
stretch fit for comfort. Men’s size.

93PT Dotted palm for sure grip

93PRT Dotted palm and back for reversible  
           wear and sure grip (not shown)

T9362P-2Pk 2 pack, Dotted

T9363-3Pk 3 pack

HeAVy weiGHT sTReTCH kniT
Seamless knit utility glove with stretch fit for 
comfort. Men’s size. 

G593T Grey heavy weight winter style

sTReTCH kniTs
Seamless knit cotton blend utility gloves with 
stretch fit for comfort. Reversible for extra wear. 

93T Size L

93Tm Size M

93CT Small hands size

G593T

93PT

93T

93PT

Knit

306T

308T

P R OT E C T I O N.      S U R E  G R I P.  

PVC DoT JeRsey
Full size olive jersey with black knit 
wrist cuff. PVC mini-dots on palm, 
back of thumb and index finger 
provide extra wear and firm grip. 
Men’s size. 

T922PT 
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      UTILITY
     GRADE

      CHEM
     GRADE

GoLD FLeeCe CHoRe
Heavy-napped, gold fleece chore glove. 
Rugged double-layer construction with 
knit wrist and full-size fit. Extra thick lining 
provides added comfort. Men’s size.

565kwT 
565JT Men’s jumbo size 

GoLD FLeeCe CHoRe
Heavy-napped, gold fleece chore glove. 
Rugged double-layer construction with navy 
blue knit wrist and full-size fit. Extra thick 
lining provides added comfort. Men’s size.

564kwT 

oiL RiG/ConsTRUCTion
Double-layer, heavy weight glove for oil 
rig and construction work. Knit wrist for 
snug fit. Men’s size. 

9-710T 

exTRA-HeAVy CHoRe
Heavy-napped, green fleece chore glove. 

Extra heavy, long wearing, double-layer 

construction. Knit wrist. Men’s size. 

466kwT

Chore

CHEMICAL RESISTANT 
GLOVES 

Liquid resistant gloves 
for wet, grimy tasks. 

     CHEM
GRADE

TO U G H  P R OT E C T I O N  F O R  TO U G H  J O B S

Choosing the proper chemical 
resistant glove is an important aspect 
of protection against hazardous 
materials. Make sure to select the 
appropriate glove material based on 
the application and chemicals used.

RoUGH FinisH,  
PVC CoATeD
PVC-coated styles with rough 
finish for better grip. Abrasion 
and limited chemical resistance. 
Great for grimy, wet jobs. 
Men’s size.  

T2070RT Knit wrist

T2082RT 12" gauntlet

T1088RT 18" gauntlet

FARm CHemiCALs
PVC, 14" gauntlet glove for 
anhydrous ammonia, fertilizer, 
and farm chemicals. Men’s size. 

T5084RT

smooTH FinisH. 
PVC CoATeD
Heavy duty PVC coating with 
smooth finish and deluxe liner 
for extra comfort. Abrasion and 
limited chemical resistance. Great 
for grimy, wet jobs. Men’s size.

1670T Knit wrist, black

1682T 12" gauntlet, black

neoPRene CoATeD
Black neoprene coated glove for various 
acids and automotive uses. Excellent 
chemical and cut resistance. Men’s size.

2360T Knit wrist

2362T 12" gauntlet

Utility

CoLD weATHeR GLoVe
PVC insulated, knit wrist glove for snow 
clearing, outdoor jobs and winter sports.  
Men’s size. 

337kwT

CoLD weATHeR GLoVe
PVC insulated safety cuff glove for snow 
clearing, outdoor jobs, trucking and fuel oil 
handling. Men’s size.

338sCT

sHARP eDGe HAnDLeR
Latex palm-coated glove for metal, 
glass, tile handling, barbed or baling 
wire and thorny plants. Men’s size.  

4591PT

2360T

2362T

T5084RT

338SCT

337KWT

CHemiCAL ResisTAnT
13" flock lined nitrile glove for car repair, 
harsh cleaners and solvents, pesticides 
and other agricultural chemicals.   
Sizes S-XL. 

RsF18T

T2070RT

1670T

T2082RT

T1088RT

1682T
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  GRADE
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     CHEM
GRADE

HeAVy DUTy CLeAninG
12" fabric lined PVC glove for appliance 
cleaning, bathrooms, floors and other 
heavy duty tasks. Sizes M-XL.

nb95T

sTRiPPinG
13” flock lined latex glove for paint 
or varnish remover, paint thinners, 
turpentine and polyurethane.  
Sizes M-XL.

714T 

ReFinisHinG
12” flock lined neoprene glove for 
paint remover, stains and shellacs, 
and polyurethane. Large size only.

713T 

714T

713T

Painting

Vinyl

Latex Nitrile

HoUseHoLD
12” flock lined latex glove for 
dishwashing, car washing and light 
duty cleaning. Sizes S-XL. 

620T 

HeAVy DUTy CLeAninG
Neoprene over latex glove for 
appliance cleaning, bathrooms, 
floors, and car washing. Sizes S-L.

738T

620T

738T

Cleaning
mULTi-PURPose 
Keeps hands clean and dry. Use for 
painting, cleaning, and wet gardening. 
Disposable or reusable, lightly powdered 
gloves fit either hand. Size L.

T5310T 10-pack

T54100T 100-pack

HeAVy DUTy
Heavy-duty green vinyl lightly 
powdered disposable glove.  
Glove fits either hand. Size L.

T5320T 10-pack

Hm4002G Tub with 300 gloves    

Disposable vinyl gloves provide basic liquid resistant protection.

Disposable latex gloves are perfect for wet or grimy tasks 
and offer excellent tactile sensitivity, comfort and dexterity. 

Nitrile disposable gloves are form-fitting, resistant to many 
chemicals and are an ideal alternative for individuals allergic 
to latex. They offer excellent tactile sensitivity, comfort and 
dexterity.  These gloves are 9.5” long and are reversible in 
order to fit either hand. Available in lightly powdered and 
powder free styles.

100 PACk, 8 miL. LATex,  
PowDeR FRee
9-1/2" length. These disposable gloves provide 
unmatched comfort, tactile sensitivity and 
dexterity while an 8 mil. thickness offers 
superior barrier protection against various 
chemical hazards. What really sets these gloves 
apart is their fully-textured palm and fingertips 
for added gripping power in wet or dry 
environments. 100 gloves per box. Sizes M-XL.

AG48100T

HeAVy weiGHT LATex
Heavy weight latex disposable gloves provide 
a high level of protection and durability and 
are perfect for auto body repair, painting 
and refinishing. Made from premium-quality 
natural rubber latex, these gloves are 11.5" 
long and 14 mil. thick for increased protection. 
These ambidextrous, powder-free blue gloves 
offer enhanced wet or dry grip. 50 gloves per 
box. Sizes S-XL.

AG4650T

LiGHTLy PowDeReD
With a lightly powdered interior for easy wear 
and removal, these reversible gloves fit either 
hand. White color.

AG4310T 10 gloves per bag, Size L

AG44100T 100 pack, Sizes M-XL

T44100T 100 pack, Size L

100 PACk, PowDeR FRee
White color. Sizes M-XL.

AG45100T

10 PACk, LiGHTLy PowDeReD
Blue color. 10 gloves per bag. Size L.

AG7310T

100 PACk, LiGHTLy PowDeReD
Blue color. Sizes M-XL.

AG74100T

100 PACk, PowDeR FRee
Blue color. Sizes M-XL.

AG75100T

Caution: products containing natural rubber latex may cause allergic reactions in some individuals.

DISPOSABLE GLOVES 

Choosing the appropriate disposable gloves is just 
as important as selecting heavy duty gloves.  Magid 
provides disposable gloves, in a wide range of sizes, 
materials and thicknesses, for a variety of tasks. 

HM4002G

100 PACk, PowDeR FRee
Black color hides dirt and grime. 
Sizes M-XL.

AG76100T



PRemiUm ReD-LineD GRAin 
PiGskin 
Top quality, grain pigskin leather driver with 
keystone thumb for extra comfort. Red 
flannel lining provides a layer of warmth 
for transitional weather. Extra dress glove 
detailing includes self-hemmed edge, shirred 
elastic wrist, and handsome stitching on back. 
Women’s size M.

b743eLT

WORK GLOVES FOR WOMEN

A complete line of color coordinated 
work gloves specifically designed 
for women’s smaller hands.

Work gloves made for hardworking 
smaller hands. . .many with matching 
adult styles, too.
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     WOMEN

PRemiUm GRAin DeeRskin
Premium quality grain deerskin with 
comfortable keystone thumb and elastic 
back. Extra soft and pliable leather for 
comfort. Women’s sizes S, M. 

Tb1640eLT

KIDS

For additional women’s work glove options, 
please reference ProGrade Plus (page 7)
and Bamboo glove styles (page 15).

PRemiUm GRAin
Premium grain cowhide leather driver in 
rich gold color. Palm patches for longer 
wear. Keystone thumb for extra comfort 
and shirred elastic back. Women’s sizes S, M. 
Tb561eT 

sUeDe, keysTone THUmb
Soft, suede split cowhide leather driver 
with flexible keystone thumb and shirred 
elastic back. Assorted fashion colors. 
Women’s sizes S, M.

Tb460eT

LeATHeR PALm, sAFeTy CUFF
Top quality leather palm and thumb for  
long-wearing protection. Full leather index 
finger and durable safety cuff. Cotton back 
and cuff in assorted fashion colors.  
Women’s size M.

Tb25eLT

JeRsey GLoVe
Blue jersey glove with bright knit wrist 
cuff.  Packed 6 pair yellow cuff, 6 pair 
red cuff per dozen. Ages 3-7. 

kD10T

LeATHeR PALm GLoVe
Leather palm glove with knuckle strap and 
leather tips. Knit wrist for snug fit.  Ages 3-8. 
Packed 6 pair red, 6 pair navy per dozen. 

kD30T

kiDs CAnVAs
Comfortable canvas glove with snug knit 
wrist for secure fit. Adorable frog and 
caterpillar prints. Ages 3-7. Packed 6 pair 
each print per dozen.

kD70T

LeATHeR PALm GLoVe
Leather palm glove with knuckle strap, 
leather tips and safety cuff. Ages 3-8. 
Packed 6 pair red, 6 pair navy per dozen. 

kD40T

UTiLiTy
Synthetic leather palm for durability with 
form-fitting stretch back. Contoured 
design provides maximum dexterity while 
protecting hands from cuts and abrasions. 
Adjustable hook and loop closure for 
comfortable fit.  Ages 3-8.

kD251VT

LeATHeR PALm GLoVe
Leather palm glove with knuckle strap, 
leather tips and safety cuff.  Ages 3-8.

kD45T

DoTTeD CAnVAs
PVC dots on palm and index finger provide 
non-slip grip and added wear. Comfortable 
cotton fabric keeps hands cool. Dotting 
and knit wrist in assorted fashion colors. 
Women’s size M.

T30PLT

LeATHeR PALm, kniT wRisT
Durable leather palm and thumb provide 
long wear and excellent protection. Heavy 
weight cotton back in assorted colors keeps 
hands cool. Snug knit wrist in matching colors. 
Women’s size M.

Tk8CT

DoTTeD JeRsey
Cotton jersey in assorted fashion colors. 
PVC mini-dots on palm, back of thumb and 
index finger provide extra wear and firm grip. 
Women’s size M.

T192CPT

P R OT E C T I O N.  C O M F O RT.  S T Y L E . . . P E R F E C T.  

L I T T L E  G L O V E S  F O R  B I G  H E L P E R S.

LATex CoATeD PALm
Black latex coated palm delivers 
excellent grip, dexterity, and abrasion 
resistance while hiding dirt and grime.  
Ages 8-12.

RoC55Txs
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bRown JeRsey GLoVe
Brown jersey glove with snug 
knit wrist. Ages 8-12. 

T92bT



TRee bARk CAmoUFLAGe
Heavy weight cotton jersey in tree 
bark camouflage. Snug knit wrist. 
Men’s size.

T295T 
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      HI VIS
SPORT
GRADE

LeAF PRinT CAmoUFLAGe
Heavy weight cotton jersey in  
brown/grey/black camouflage colors. 

T281T Men’s size

kD281T Matching kid’s camouflage,  
              fits ages 8-12 (not shown)

bLAze oRAnGe JeRsey
Durable and warm jersey with snug knit wrist. 
Blaze orange color for high visibility. Men’s size.

T290T

HI-VISIBILITY 
WORK GLOVES

Don’t blend in. 
Work gloves that 
won’t go unnoticed 
help to ensure user 
safety in critical 
hi-visibility situations.

Hi-Vis DoTTeD 
sTReTCH kniT
Seamless, knit utility glove in 
hi-vis lime yellow color. Dotted 
palm for sure grip. Stretch fit 
for comfort. Men’s size L.

AG93HVPT 

HiGH VisibiLiTy
This glove has been specially designed 
for road crew workers, tow truck 
drivers or any construction worker 
needing higher visibility. The hi-vis lime 
yellow, four-way stretch spandex back 
provides a snug fit, and the reflective 
fingers and trim help to ensure user 
safety. The synthetic leather palm has 
abrasion resistant PVC pads for a 
durable grip, even in wet conditions. 
Abrasion resistant neoprene knuckle; 
slip-on style extended cuff with 
shirred elastic wrist. Machine washable. 
 Sizes M - XL.

PGP90T

T-Rex® imPACT
Providing fierce impact protection, the 
T-REX® gloves feature rubberized TPR 
pads and gel-padded palms to shield hands 
and fingers from crushing impacts. 100% 
polyester seamless machine knit shell 
conforms to hands, providing unmatched 
comfort and dexterity. An exclusive 
NitriX® Grip Technology sandy nitrile 
coating delivers rock-solid grip in wet, 
dry and oily conditions. Rated ANSI Cut 
Level 1, ANSI Abrasion Level 3 and ANSI 
Puncture Level 4, T-REX® gloves are well 
suited for most environments with impact 
hazards. Hi-Vis lime and orange colors for 
maximum visibility;  hook and loop wrist 
closure ensures a snug fit. 

TRx500T Sizes M-XXL

TRx550T T-REX® IMPACT PLUS,  
                Sizes M-XXL, ANSI cut level 5  
                (not shown)

Hi-Vis RoC® 
The Hi-Vis ROC® delivers hand 
protection that won’t go unnoticed. 
The gloves feature a hi-vis orange 
polyurethane palm coating on a hi-vis 
yellow seamless nylon shell.  This 
combination of high visibility colored 
materials produces a glove that can be 
easily seen from a distance, providing 
an added degree of protection in high 
traffic environments. The polyurethane 
coating provides good grip and abrasion 
resistance, while the nylon shell stretches 
to offer superior dexterity and fit. Knit 
wrist keeps dirt out. Men’s sizes M-XL.

RoC25HVT

Hi-Vis. sURe GRiP
Hand protection that won’t 
go unnoticed. Ergonomic 
design for flexible fit, 
maximum dexterity and 
reduced hand fatigue. Latex 
palm provides excellent wet 
grip as well as abrasion and 
puncture resistance. Lime 
yellow knit shell provides 
cool comfort and maximum 
visibility.  Men’s sizes M-XL. 

305HVT

SPORTGRADE WORK GLOVES

For those occasions when 
blending in is important.

RAGG wooL
Blended ragg wool and nylon glove with 
elasticized wrist. Men’s size. 

Rw100T Reversible for extra wear

Rw100PT Dotted palm for extra wear

RAGG wooL, HALF FinGeR
Blended ragg wool and nylon glove with  
half-finger design for added dexterity. Men’s size.

Rw110T Reversible for extra wear (not shown)

Rw110PT Dotted palm for extra wear 
                (not shown)

RW100T

RW100PT

D E S I G N E D  F O R  S A F E T Y.  

winTeR Hi-Vis
Using a combination of hi-vis yellow and 
orange four-way stretch spandex, these gloves 
have been specially designed for road crew 
workers, tow truck drivers or any construction 
 worker needing higher visibility in cold weather 
conditions. The 3M ThinsulateTM (100-gram) 
lining is combined with micro fleece for extra 
warmth, and the synthetic leather palm has 
abrasion resistant PVC pads for a durable 
grip, even in wet conditions. The foam padded 
knuckle adds extra protection, and the hook 
and loop closure provides a secure fit. Machine 
washable. Sizes M-XL.

PGP89T 
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      DISPLAYS

Work gloves are a high impulse item. The perfect display will 
help to capitalize on consumer impulse purchases and generate 
additional sales. Magid has a wide variety of merchandising  
vehicles to meet every retailer’s needs.

DUmP DisPLAy
Holds 6-12 dozen gloves. 
Set-up dimensions:  
Ht: 30” (39.5" with header) x W: 15.5" x D: 21.5" 
Shipper:  Ht: 31" x W: 16" x D: 22.5" 
Floor Space: 2.5 sq. ft.

HmDb

PeGGeD sHeLF DisPLAy
Holds 1-2 dozen gloves 
Set up dimensions:  
Ht: 12" x W: 11" x D: 8.25" 
Shipper: Ht: 12.25" x W 11.25" x D: 8.5" 
Floor Space .63 sq. ft. 

PDQ

siDekiCk DisPLAy
Holds 32 pair gloves.  
Set-up dimensions:  
Ht: 22" x W: 14" x D: 4.875" 
Shipper:  Ht: 22.5" x W: 14.5" x D: 5.75" 
Floor space 474 sq. ft. 

PPwTRoC

CLiP sTRiP
Holds 1 dozen gloves. 
Assembled dimensions:  
Ht: 43" x W: 6" x D: 4" 
Wall space: 1.8 sq. ft.

CLiPsTRiP

CoUnTeR DisPLAy
Holds 2-4 dozen gloves. 
Set-up dimensions:  
Ht: 14" x W: 18" x D: 10" 
Shipper:  Ht: 11" x W: 19" x D: 6" 
Counter Space: 1.2 sq. ft.

Hm4

    
DISPLAYS

PoweR winG
Holds 6-12 dozen gloves. 
Set-up dimensions:  
Ht: 63" x W: 14" x D: 15" 
Shipper: Ht : 50" x W: 14" x D: 6" 
Floor Space 1.5 sq. ft. 
HmPw

oVeR GonDoLA DisPLAy
Holds 8 dozen gloves.  
No shelf space needed! 
Set up dimensions: Ht: 13" x W: 48" 
Shipper: Ht: 18" x W: 47" x D: 4"

HmG8s

FRee sTAnDinG 
FLooR DisPLAys
Holds 4-8 dozen gloves. 
Set-up dimensions:  
Ht: 65" x W: 14" x D: 15" 
Floor space 1.5 sq. ft.

HmF8 (not shown)

Holds 8-16 dozen gloves. 
Set-up dimensions:  
Ht: 65" x W: 21" x D: 15" 
Floor space 2.3 sq. ft.

HmF16

Holds 15-30 dozen gloves. 
Set-up dimensions:  
Ht: 72" x W: 30.5" x D: 15" 
Floor space 3.1 sq. ft.

HmF30 (not shown)

Holds 20-40 dozen gloves. 
Set-up dimensions:  
Ht: 72" x W: 48" x D: 15" 
Floor space 5.0 sq. ft.

HmF40 (not shown)

Gloves shown are for illustration purposes only.
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